[Scott]I've been getting so many people asking about Adobe's new pricing and all that stuff.

Adobe does not call us and ask what we think about pricing.  We learned when everyone else did.  I haven't had any time to really look into it.  I think there are some good things about it.  I think the subscription model is really great, and by the way, you might as well get used to the subscription model, because it's the wave of the future. You're going to be subscribing to everyone's software.  Especially when the big people like Adobe start moving into that thing.  I think the days of you going to the store and buying off the shelf - it's either going to be direct download or it's going to be subscription based.  And everyone wants the subscription model because it gives you revenue all year long ya know

[Matt]   Well,  it's predictable they know Jan through December what they are going to get.

[Scott] And that's my guess.  I haven't talked to Adobe on this.  Nobody in Adobe's pricing dept. said this.  I can imagine the reason why Adobe did this is a couple of things:

1. I (and this is where all the controversy is, I don't think it's the pricing so much, I haven't heard anybody gripe about the price it's like $50 a month and you get everything they do. You get everything, right? You get like the whole Master Collection.  Again, I didn't look at all the numbers, so I don't …I could be a little off.

[Matt]  It's ballpark and if you add up what it would cost you to buy the Master Collection, it actually in some ways can save you money.

[Scott]  #2.  I think the big controversy is if you have CS4…that, I believe, I could be wrong, you have to upgrade to CS5.5 first before you can join the subscription thing.

[Matt]  That's what it seems like…

[Scott]  Here's what I have to say about that because I know a lot of people are upset about it, because, I don't know what Adobe's thoughts are, but I can tell you what I think Adobe's thinking…

Adobe's thinking, "If you haven't upgraded in years, if you're like a CS3 customer or a CS4 customer, you were our customer years ago.  But you're not really our customer now. "  Their customers now are using CS5 or CS5.5.  This is what I think Adobe's thinking, I'm not saying this, I am saying what I think Adobe's thinking.  So they're thinking, "How can I make those people my customer now?"  I need to get them to upgrade to 5.5, and then we have a subscription plan.  That's what my thinking is that they're thinking.  Adobe didn't tell me that.  Anyway…

[Scott] How do I feel about it?  Well, it's weird because we only train on the newest version of Photoshop, so I'd like everybody to be on the new version of Photoshop.  I don't get any money from it, it's not like you upgrade and

[Matt} Not like we get a certain cut…

[Scott]  Yeah, but it's like anything else.  When a new camera comes out…when Canon come out with their new camera, the training on the old one will be gone. When Nikon finally replaces either the D700 or the D3, there will never be another book written on that stuff again.  So, it makes it certainly better for us for everybody to be on the same…

[Matt] Because now we can to train on the same version.  Yeah, so when we teach we don't have to say "well, if you have this…or if you have that...

[Scott] Right and we don't have to say In Cs3 it's there, in CS4 it's missing, but in CS5 they moved it do a different menu…so it makes our job easier.  But, I don't know, I'm just…I'm still, I haven't…looked at it enough so first off, my apologies for not looking at it enough.    Number two is, there are parts of it I like - the subscription, there's parts of it I'm not crazy about.  I would like to see Adobe maybe give a discount or a grace period or a window like that says "In 60 days if you haven't done the free upgrade or…" I don't know what it would be but it seems like there needs to be some kind of thing.

[Matt] The biggest problem I see, there's gonna be a barrier to entry for someone who is on Cs3 or CS4.

[Scott] Especially hobbyists

[Matt] That's who I'm really talking about.  For a company I think…it's not just better for Adobe…to put in a subscription model because now they know how much they are gonna take in every year…but now a company knows exactly how much money you're gonna spend each month on software.  So it's easier for a company.

Hobbyists though, ya know, it's hard to swallow six or seven hundred dollars…

[Scott] A year…

[Matt]  And then go into the subscription model too…

[Scott]  Oh no no…you've gotta upgrade…it depends on what you have…if you have the Suite..I don't know…

[Matt]  It does get, it can get hairy…

[Scott]  Here's what I'm hoping - that number one: this will all become more clear soon.  Number two:  I hope Adobe makes a special dispensation to be able to get those hobbyists on a subscription plan.  Because if you have to pay all that money and then join the $600 a year subscription…hold on, let the cricket sound go…









